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“

INTERLIANCE

WHO WE ARE

The solutions Interliance helped us build are changing our
process from manufacturing through to logistics. As a result of
our work with Interliance, we’re more efficient than ever before
and have new competitive advantages that we’re leveraging
every day.
- VP, Manufacturing & Logistics | Multinational Heavy Equipment Manufacturing

”

For more than 30 years, we have partnered with clients to achieve measurable – and sustainable –
improvement in growth and bottom line performance by combining smart, innovative solutions
with proven strategies and methodologies.

BUSINESS STRATEGY
AND PLANNING

BUSINESS
OPTIMIZATION

MARKETING AND
SALES STRATEGY

TECHNOLOGY AND
PRODUCT STRATEGY
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OUR CLIENTS
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OUR SERVICES

BUSINESS STRATEGY AND PLANNING
Accelerated growth and business performance
start with the right strategy. We craft
innovative strategic plans centered
around actionable initiatives to achieve
business objectives.

BUSINESS OPTIMIZATION
We optimize and streamline all business
functions addressing: process design and
optimization, performance management,
integrated management, and governance, risk
and compliance.

Strategic Planning & Execution • Organizational Design and Knowledge
Management • Strategic Measurement & Metric Systems • GRC

Integrated Management Systems • Business & Process Optimization
• Manage By Metrics • Implementation Management

MARKETING AND SALES STRATEGY

TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCT STRATEGY

We plan, design, and execute innovative
marketing and sales strategies that
significantly accelerate market entry and
expansion.
Market and Competitive Analysis • Customer Satisfaction Management
• Sales & Marketing Strategy • Strategic Sales Execution

From enterprise strategies to complete product
lifecycle planning, we bridge the gap between
business and technology.

Product & Service Design • Innovation Planning
• Product Lifecycle Planning
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BUSINESS OPTIMIZATION: HOW WE OPTIMIZE
Get to the bottom of your bottom line.

Our unique business optimization process systemically addresses key areas of your
business, from delighting your customers to strategically maximizing operating efficiency

2. Business Modeling

4. Process Optimization

Fully understand the architecture
and relationships of critical processes
to understand and enhance the
lifecycle of your business

Armed with metrics, baseline data, and a
deep understanding of your organization, we
design processes and implement changes
that drive performance and value

5. Implementation
We bring optimization to life
with clear and accountable
plans that ensure success and
manage the impact of change
across your organization

1. Functional Modeling
Define and map key functions
within your organization to
develop an insightful
understanding of risks and
performance

3. Process Modeling & Measurement
Model your current state processes and establish
metric baselines to clearly understand the
opportunities to improve and drive bottom line results
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FUNCTIONAL MODELING

The first step of any successful optimization is modeling and
analyzing your core functions. We guide clients through several
key activities to map and analyze the performance and risks of
key functions to identify critical areas in your operations

1

Functional Mapping

2

Performance and Risk Assessment

3

Functional Definitions

KEY DELIVERABLES:
Functional Maps

Define and map key functions within your
organization in order to fully understand interdependencies, responsibilities, and architecture.

Understand performance, risk, and impact of each key
area of your operations.

Risk Assessment Heat Map & Prioritization

Further clarify accountabilities within each function
and across the organization as a whole: what are the
main business activities accountable to each function?
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BUSINESS MODELING

Clarity is the key to an efficient organization. By clearly defining
the deliverables and responsibilities of each function and
establishing mandates we create a holistic vision of your
operation that creates accountability and promotes smooth
collaboration throughout your value stream

KEY DELIVERABLES:
Integrated Process Model
Procurement
Services
Process

1

Integrated Process Modeling (IPM)
Well-run businesses do not operate in silos – every
process should flow seamlessly into the next. An
IPM visualizes how your processes connect and
allows us to identify gaps and areas for
improvement.

2

Process Architecture

3

Value Stream Analysis

Define the inputs and outputs of each process to make
sure they work together harmoniously. Create
mandates and define core responsibilities within each
function.

Incentives
Management
Process
(Financing)

Show Budget
Development
Process (Initial)

Show Logistics
“Planning
Process”
(Location, etc.)

Perform Work
(Use Timecards)
Process

Project
Set-up Process

PSL Training
& Support
Process

Incentives
Management
Process
(Advisory)

Accounting Tool
(PSL) Initial
Setup Process

Hot Cost
Reporting
Process

Accounting
Management
Process
(Transactions)

Tax Filing
Management
Process

Production
Close-out
Process

Payee
Paperwork
Process
(W-4, I-9, etc.)

Residuals
Management
Process

Labor Relations
Advisory /
Contract Interp.
Process

Payee
Maintenance
Management
Process

Break Timecard
Process

Deal Memo
Management
Process

IMS-02
Compliance &
Ethics

Compliance
Assurance
Implementation

IMS-04
Health & Safety

Employee Safety
Management
Program
Implementation

Audit
Management
Process

IMS-14
Financial
Management
IMS-10
Asset
Performance

Asset
Management Plan
Development
Support Process

IMS-13
Human Resource

Workforce
Planning Process

Procurement
Request Process

Timecard Data
Entry /
Validation
Process

Payroll
Execution
Process (Edits
to Finalize)

Timecard
Archive
Management
Process

Check Print &
Distribution
Process

Archive
Retrieval
Management
Process

Product
Development &
Management

IT
Infrastructure
& Operations

IMS-19
Land Services

Asset Protection
Planning Process

Procurement
Receipt &
Verification
Process

Manual
Pipeline
Control Process

Rail Operation
Process

Oil Movement
& Scheduling
Process

IMS-07
Emergency &
Security

Regional
Emergency
Preparedness
Implementation
Process

Asset-Specific
Security Planning
Process

Customer
Relationship
Management

HR
Management
Process

Value Stream Map (VSM)

IMS-06
Environmental

Asset/ Region
Specific
Environment
Protection
Planning Process

IMS-09
Pipeline Integrity

Integrity Programs
Execution Process

Training
Management
Process

Measurement
Loss & PQ
Management
Process

Terminal
Cushing Control
RM Processes

Procurement
Process

Mainline

Rail

Contractor Safety
Management
Program
Implementation

Budget Review
Process

System
Operations
System Operations

Check
Adjustment
Process

Payroll
Preparation
(Separation)
Process

Financial
Management
Process
- Pension
- Workers Comp
- Tax Filings
- Union Contrib.

Program
Implementation

Budget
Development
Process

Project Integration
Support
(Gates 16)

Regional Project
Management
Process

Planning

IMS-13
Business
Development

Sales
Management
Process

Referrals
Management

Break
Timecards
Process
(Studio Side)
Information
Delivery Process
(Timecards,
Maint, DM’s)

Strategic &
Business
Planning
Process

Gathering
System

INTERLIANCE

Manual
Terminal
Control Process

Marine
Marine
Operation
Process

Oil
Measurement
Process

Leak Detection
Program

Overall Maintenance/Repair
Management Process
Maintenance
Identification
Process

Maintenance
Planning Process

Maintenance
Scheduling Process

Perform
Maintenance
Process

Post Maintenance
Process

Maintenance
Evaluation Process

Facilities
Integrity
Management
Process

OMM
Management
Process

SIPOC

An essential step in waste reduction, analyzing your
value stream allows us to take advantage of slack and
delay reduction opportunities.
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PROCESS MODELING & MEASUREMENT

Process modeling allows us to visualize how each function
operates and to identify challenges and failure points. To enhance
our process exploration, we establish clear baseline metrics that
drive insight into improvement opportunities and provide
confirmation of the impact of future enhancements

KEY DELIVERABLES:
Process Map With Failure & Pain Point Identification
C&C Client

1

Set-Up Management

1) Initiate New
Project

Process Mapping and Modeling
Review existing documentation and facilitate with
your SMEs and stakeholders to define and map
your current state processes as a baseline for
optimization.

2

Process Analysis

3

Measurement Systems, Metrics & KPIs

Identify and understand what steps within each
process are causing failures or decreased operational
efficiency and identify the root cause to drive
optimization plans.

• Client uses
incorrect setup form

4) System Set-Up
& Establish Payroll
Co.

• Need to ensure
accurate fee
schedule rates are
in the system

5) PSA & COI
Management (In
Place)

6) Perform
Miscellaneous SetUp Activities (PSL
Database, Start
Kit, E-Verify, WCI
Cert, ETC.
8) Perform Union
Contract Set-Up
7) Manage Onsite
Check Print SetUp and Direct
Deposit

9) Finalize Set-Up
(Reviews Project
Folder, Set-Up
Flag Changed)

15) Payroll Edits
Management
Process

16) Client Check
Print & Distribute

Wrap up and
Adjust

3) Manage Basic
Project Info

2) Negotiate Deal
& Fees

• LR – Short
staffed
• Client upset
with being
pestered

Payroll Processing

• Communications:
Movement of P/R co
to new ProdCo.
Studio sets it up
under the umbrella
and switches after a
• PR
Flagcycle
not
changed to “A”
– Approved
until after
timecards come

• Sometimes PR needs
immediate contract
interpretations to
break timecards, but
LR is unavailable

11) Payroll
Preparation
(Separation)

12) Breaking
Timecards
Process

10) Receive &
Manage
Timecards /
Paperwork

13) Timecard Data
Entry Process

• Delay in processing
timecards due to incorrect
project setup

• Inconsistent use of
Project Closure
checklist
17) Perform
Project Closure
(Return Deposit,
etc)

14) Payroll
Execution (Edits to
Finalize)

18) Timecard
Archive
Management

16) C&C Check
Print & Distribute

19) Check
Adjustments
Process

• Higher percentage of check
adjustments than should be, due
to processing as Non-Union,
Contract Set-up issue.

Metrics and Dashboards

Establish and implement the critical metrics that
define success – go beyond the balanced score card and
drive measurable results across your business with
tailored performance measurement programs.
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PROCESS OPTIMIZATION

All of the analysis, modeling, and facilitation culminates in the
design and deployment of a fully optimized set of new processes to
make your business run as efficiently as possible

Our typical steps are:

1

Process Re-Engineering

2

Socialization, Validation, and Refinement

3

Business Validation and Measurement

KEY DELIVERABLES:
Future State Process Documentation

We work with your team to address the root cause
of failures, improve key business metrics, and
ensure delivery of stakeholder requirements.

Since every company is unique, we never work in a
vacuum; instead, we work with you to collaboratively
refine our solutions and make sure they’re right for
you.

Business Case

Just because we say it’s going to work, doesn’t mean
you have to take us at face value. We objectively
measure the efficacy of the future state and make sure
what we’ve done aligns with your goals and vision.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Optimization doesn’t stop at planning. The most critical step in
driving bottom line results is executing and managing the change
that comes with it. That’s why we work with our clients through
every step of the implementation process to ensure success and
eliminate the risks that come with change

1

Implementation

2

Change Management

3

Training & Facilitation

KEY DELIVERABLES:
Implementation Planning and Monitoring

We build and execute tactical execution plans with an
organized approach that ensures success and provides
executives with complete visibility.

Our approach to change management is a top-down,
people-centric approach that makes sure that your
organization grows in a controlled, strategic manner.

Change Management Plan

When we implement, we do more than just provide
solutions. We work with your team to solve problems
and build their ability to meet tomorrow’s challenges
as well.
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CASE STUDY
A privately held BPO service provider
that, with Interliance support, has cut
its service cycle time in half and
improved its accuracy by 83%

Background:
•

Clients expressed frustration at the 72-hour
turnaround time, demanding a 24-hour SLA

•

Errors and rework were high, costing the
company over $10 million annually

•

Processing capacity was unable to keep up with
company growth

•

Employee satisfaction was low due to what was
perceived as “unreasonable client demands”

•

Workforce suffered from poor communication
due to siloed operations

The newly appointed CEO selected Interliance to help him
meet this challenge…
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CASE STUDY

Using our proven methodology, we performed a comprehensive analysis of our client’s as-is processes and
uncovered and implemented a way to improve all key metrics within Operations.
1. Current State Analysis

2. Metrics Implementation

Though a series of Voice of the
Stakeholder interviews, we developed a
comprehensive knowledge,
characterization, and documentation of
the as-is processes – including pain
points, internal improvement
opportunities, and stakeholder
requirements & wish lists.

With the knowledge that the current
metrics were either incomplete, latent,
incorrect, or nonexistent, we designed
and implemented a real-time metrics
and measurement program to give
management the ability to proactively
address business issues within the
Operations group.

Key Deliverable:
Current State Process Documentation

Key Deliverable:
Management Dashboards

3. Process Optimization

4. Workspace Re-Design

Our value stream analysis uncovered a
tremendously high degree of process
waste, bottlenecking, and internal &
external pain points. To address this, we
implemented a Lean-inspired
optimization program to train the
employees and management, streamline
the workflow, and provide work balancing
across the Operations group.

A core piece of our optimization plan was
to improve internal communication and
streamline the flow of information &
deliverables across Operations. To
achieve this, we completely overhauled
the physical layout of the workspace to
co-locate the various operational
functions into Pods and reduce idle time
within the key processes.

Key Deliverables:
Future State Processes and Training Program

Key Deliverable:
Design Schematics for New Workspace

Operational Results

↑ 68%

↓ 21%

↓ 80%

↑ 50%

Processing
Volume

Unit Process
Cost

Error and
Rework Rates

Service
Delivery Speed
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CASE STUDY #2
As part of their continuous improvement
initiatives, an international oil company
sought to improve internal governance
and risk management as well as
optimize business functions and drive
improvement across business processes

Background:
•

Significant regulatory risks due to incomplete
or suboptimal management systems

•

Significant service failures impacting client
satisfaction and reputation

•

Fines and penalties totaling over $700M

•

Poor communication and accountability across
the organization

•

Aging workforce without a clear succession or
knowledge management plan in place

Interliance led the process and organizational transformation with the
development of integrated process and management models, holistic GRC
systems, and structured continuous improvement program
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CASE STUDY

Interliance developed an Integrated Management System (IMS) and improvement framework
to improve communication and efficiency between the operations team and supporting groups
1. Communication
Framework

2. Integrated Management
System Development

• Understood the communications
issues between Operations and
support functions
• Developed an internal
communications framework to foster
collaboration and reduce frustration
• Developed an external
communications framework to
improve interactions with regulatory
committees

• Developed an Integrated
Management System to improve
compliance and reduce risk
• Provided IMS training materials
for executives
• Led IMS training courses
throughout the organization
• Created framework for continuous
improvement

3. Integrated Process
Modeling

4. Governance
Development

• Documented the company-wide
suite of processes
• Created an Integrated Process
Model to clarify the inputs and
outputs of each process, ensure
accountability and ownership of
each internal product
• Created and continuously optimized
a process that governs the interface
between internal teams

• Developed a governance process to
manage new processes and
procedures
• Ensured communication and
alignment of key stakeholders for
all improvement initiatives
• Provided a way for management to
vet initiatives and either approve or
reject them, where there previously
was no ability to do so

Our Results in 12 Months:

↓ $150M

↑ 65%

↓ 80%

↑ 35%

↓ 10%

OPEX

Employee
Satisfaction

Employee
Turnover

Regulatory Audit
Performance

CAPEX
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THANK YOU

www.Interliance.com | 714.540.8889 | info@Interliance.com

